Early Years Curriculum
Areas of learning covered include:

Communication, Language and
Literacy Interacting, responding, developing communication skills and strategies (building understanding of pictures
and symbols), and speech and language
therapy targets.

Colour Explosion!
Follow us at @greenmeadschool

Cognition/Maths Exploring the world
around us, and what makes it change
(cause and effect), developing fine motor
skills through exploration, developing
auditory and visual skills, learning that
objects still exist when out of sight
(object permanence), developing underspending of numbers, space, shape and
measure.

Understanding the World Belonging

Friday assembly
Friday assemblies will continue
to be streamed via Instagram. This
can be accessed still in the event of
a Hub Closure. Assemblies will now
be at 2pm

to my community both within, the local
community and around the wider world,
and using technology.
Personal, Social, Emotional Development
Developing relationships with peers and
adults, developing self-help skills, working towards self-occupying activities,
working on occupational therapy targets.

Physical Development Developing physical strength through varied positioning
when playing, working on physiotherapy
targets
Expressive Arts and Design Exploring
media and materials, music and being
imaginative.
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There are 8 children in your child's class .
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Class Lead: Zorica Quarcoopome
Support staff: Sarika, Tamarah, Marisha,
Kate and John

‘Every Achievement Counts’

In Physical Development

Personal Social and

we will be:

Emotional Development.

Working on our physiotherapy and OT

PSED is at the heart of everything we do in
the Early Years

Communication.
We will have daily communication sessions which will focus on our Pathway
Core Vocab– More, finished, Yes, No
and Me.
Our focus vocab this half term: Same/
Different.

programmes and gross motor goals,
as we play
Anticipating and learning to participate

in routines ,such as, toileting and/or
feeding

Through a range of activities we will be
learning and maintaining the skills to:


Listens to familiar sounds, words, or finger plays

Maths/Cognition and learning/ Understanding the world



Uses speech sounds for intentional communication (Intensive Interaction)



Consistently uses pointing with eye gaze
to choose

The weekly cognition activities will have a
topic focus as well as a specific cognition
focus.



Demonstrates listening by trying to join
in with actions

Our focus vocab this half term: In/Out



Identifies action words by pointing to the
right picture, e.g. “Who’s jumping?”

Through a range of activities we will be
learning and maintaining the skills to:


Show understanding that things exist,
even when out of sight.



Developing an awareness of number
names through their enjoyment of action rhymes and songs that relate to
their experience of numbers.



Developing the skill using a range of
switch activated toys



Explore and experiment with taking toys
in and out of containers

In Expressive Art and Design,
we will be:
Expressing ourselves through physical actions
and/or sound

Key songs- ‘Down In the Jungle’, Caterpillar
Crunch, The fish in the Sea, Bubble Bubble
and ‘1,2,3,4,5 once I caught a fish...

This half term we will be having a particular
focus on PSED: Self Confidence , Self awareness, Managing feeling and Behaviour.


Demonstrates sense of self as an individual, e.g. wants to do things independently.



Engages other people to help achieve a
goal, e.g. to get an object that is out of
reach.



Uses voice, gesture, to make contact with
people and keep their attention.



Uses familiar adult to share feelings such
as excitement or pleasure.

We will provide this through children accessing activities such as cooking, sensory play
and choosing sessions

